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• Prior Mission and Vision from 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 

o In Health Sciences, we are more and more in the public health realm and prior Mission 
does not speak to that. 

o Public health is much more about prevention, population health, and not necessarily 
“medicine”. 

o Not sure we’ve accomplished the interprofessional mission.  The aspiration is there, but 
the academic silos are still very strong in our organization. 

o There is also a social justice mission that is missed here. 
o The Mission does not make a real statement about “how Bouvé is different from other 

schools”.  There is a huge opportunity here to differentiate ourselves. 
o The Mission does not capture what is unique about Bouvé’s approach: experiential 

learning, for example, is completely missing. 
o There is also nothing about research or science in the Mission. 
o The Vision is “disseminate” rather than “create” new knowledge (even though it does 

have “generate”). 
o Interdisciplinary, as opposed to interprofessional, is also entirely missing.  (Much 

agreement in the room with this statement.) 
o “Incompleteness” is the problem here.  The current Mission does not adequately reflect 

what we do. 
o The Mission does not have to cite everything we do… but it does have to be exciting. 

 
• Prior Values and Prior Areas of Excellence from the 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 

o Experiential Education should be one of the Areas of Excellence. 
o “Connected Health” should also be an Area of Excellence. 
o The effort to weave “connected health” into our Areas of Excellence should not be at 

the exclusion of Public Health.   
 John Auerbach recommended as source of expertise in how these areas are and 

can be symbiotic. 
o Could the next strategic plan not just “celebrate” diversity, but operationalize diversity. 

 It’s still very difficult to involve underserved populations even though they live 
just a few blocks away. 

o We do not (but should) highlight our external partners and the importance of these 
relationships:  our practicum supervisors, co-op hosts, etc.  “Northeastern students run 
Mass Eye & Ear.” 

o We (students, faculty, staff) are embedded in the experiential learning experience. 
o These words are very “generic”.  “Celebrating diversity in all of its forms” is actually 

insulting and should be removed.  We don’t need to “celebrate” anymore.  We need to 
operationalize, by actively bringing in more students of color (especially from Boston 

https://www.northeastern.edu/iuhrp/about/people/affiliated-people/john-auerbach/


neighborhoods), bringing in more faculty from varied backgrounds, making disability 
less invisible, ….   

o “Engaging urban communities” is very different than “engaging with our alumni and 
friends”.  We sound very “minimum standard” here.  How aspirational and indeed 
challenging  -- especially given the time that we are in right now – do we want our goals 
to really be? 

o Are the values from the prior plan even consistent with the current Northeastern 2025 
plan? 

o Internal team cohesion and communication within Bouvé are very important.  We are a 
very complex college.  We don’t have a cohesive communication framework within our 
college.  

 
• Prior Goals from the 2013-2018 Strategic Plan 

o Our goals not only do not differentiate us from our fellow institutions, but really don’t 
differentiate us from any professional institutions.  What makes Bouvé special?  This 
needs to be our focus. 

o It’s surprising that experiential learning was not in the goals of the prior Strategic Plan. 
o In regard to the first goal (interprofessional), the students’ first experience of 

interprofessional education is usually at work (co-op?) rather than in the classroom prior 
to the work experience… so Bouvé has not delivered on that goal. 
 

• Re “looking forward” (TJefferson slides regarding Mission, Guiding Principles, Focus Areas, etc.) 
o There’s the product and the process.  Are we innovating in our processes, for 

example?  To what extent are we willing to challenge our existing ways of thinking?  Is 
there a role for innovation in diversity? 

o Should part of our innovation be not just looking at other universities but also looking at 
other industries? 

o A lot of the processes and systems we have right now inadvertently discourage 
innovation.  We need systems in place that encourage innovation and efficiency. 

o NIH definition of research (for grant funding proposals) is a good guide for “what is 
innovation?” (The speaker will sent HDaly the following from NIH website.) 
 

Innovation 
• Does the application challenge and seek to shift current research 

or clinical practice paradigms by utilizing novel theoretical 
concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or 
interventions?  

• Are the concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, 
or interventions novel to one field of research or novel in a broad 
sense?  

• Is a refinement, improvement, or new application of theoretical 
concepts, approaches or methodologies, instrumentation, or 
interventions proposed? 
 

o “Networks”.  Isn’t that something that appears in all of our aspirational goals?  It is very 
much a part of the Northeastern 2025 plan. 

http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-14-324.html#_Section_V._Application


o Bouvé could really tailor what we think the networks are internally and externally that 
we need to engage and promote. 

o The main ingredient in innovation is the attitude toward risk.  In order to innovate, you 
have to tolerate a high risk of failure. 

o We need to be able to go to the sessions that have very few people – not the sessions 
that have lots of people talking about the same topic – in order to develop the networks 
to truly support innovation. 

o And this applies to co-op, as well.  It’s an innovative program.  It’s a big risk.  The student 
must be brave.  (We use the word “brave” rather than “risk”.) 

o Should “Courage” be a potential value of the next strategic plan? 
o Are we building true networks around partners that are traditionally excluded … and 

thereby truly innovating in healthcare? 
o So many students say that the co-op is the reason they came to NU… but we lack an 

active fostering of innovation throughout the college.  People are indeed risk-
averse.  When you’re trying to be innovative on your own, it is extremely difficult.  But 
fostering innovation across the college, from the top down, internally as well as 
externally, would inspire more innovation. 

o What does global mean at Bouvé?  In the public health program, it means good matches 
between PhD candidates and research opportunities in developing countries. 

o Could the graduate programs have a parallel program to the undergraduate’s “Dialogue 
of Civilizations” program? 

o The reality of sending students abroad and the risks involved require that our 
discussions must include the staff of study abroad, NUin, etc.  For example, the 
countries with whom we can establish such programs is fluid based on world events and 
risks abroad. 

o Diversity.  One search committee has seen 72 applicants and only 1 applicant of color.   
o Focus Areas seem very internal.  We’ve talked a lot today about networks and 

collaboration.  Should that be a Focus Area so that our Focus Areas are not so internal? 
o How do people within the college even learn of each other’s innovation? 

 
• Timeline says that vote is at a Faculty Meeting… Won’t staff also have the chance to vet and 

have input into the final plan? 
o DZgarrick:  We will consult with Dean Parish on a process moving forward.   Timeline 

shown on screen is based on 2012 process, when Staff Council did not (yet) exist. 
 


